
 
ARDINGLY PARISH COUNCIL 

 Consultation response to MSDC’s Draft Site Allocation Development Plan Document 

SA25, Land west of Selsfield Road, Ardingly 
 

 

Dear Sir/ Madam 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to review your Site Allocations Development Plan Document. As 

recommended at a meeting with MSDC officers on 25th October we have focused our review and 

response on three parts of this document: The 17 point criteria for selecting SA25, the Individual 

Housing Allocation Policies for SA25 and, the Infrastructure Delivery Plan for SA25. Our responses 

are attached to this letter, with those on the Individual Housing Allocation Policies and the IDP 

being provisional at this stage, subject to further discussions with MSDC Planning Officers. 

 

During our review of the documents and in discussion with parishioners three main concerns 

arose: the societal and infrastructure impact arising from such a large and sudden increase in the 

number of households, the suburbanization of this part of the village and the increase in traffic and 

its impact on parking. 

 

On the 9th November Ardingly Parish Council held an Open morning for parishioners to view key 

information, comment and ask questions of the council on the proposed SA25 site. Over 70 

parishioners attended the Open Morning and below is a summary of their views: 

• Everyone spoken to thought the size of development was too large for the village 
• The biggest general concerns were on the impact of: 

• Traffic – especially on the High Street and Street Lane 
• Parking in the village – impact on what is already poor – especially on Street Lane 
• Poor public transport 
• Infrastructure 
• On the rural character of village and setting a precedence for further development at the 

showground 

Societal Impact 

The proposal for Ardingly to take 100 dwellings at the proposed location, will have a significant 

impact on the character of this small village in the High Weald AONB which is without a full range 

of services and with poor public transport. It amounts to nearly five times the scale of development 

envisaged for this Category 3 Village (residual requirement of 22 dwellings between 2019 to 2031) 

and will increase the number of dwellings in the parish by over 13%. Furthermore, due to the size 

of the proposed development and as the site is outside the built up area and there is no local 



requirement for this number of dwellings, the allocation of this site goes against the District Plan 

policy DP6: Settlement Hierarchy. 

The selection criteria appendix recognizes the scale of this development is ‘significant for the size 

of the existing village’. However, while some of the physical impacts are addressed, the societal 

impact on the community is not recognized, yet it is probably the major concern amongst 

parishioners. 

 

Impact on the rural village nature of Ardingly 

Both the Site Allocations DPD and Ardingly’s Neighbourhood Plan (NP) stress the importance of 

retaining the rural nature of the village. Yet the proposed site is wholly within the AONB, and also 

directly borders the conservation area and the built-up boundary. The Mid Sussex Design Guide 

states, in para 2.5.25: ‘The relationship of dwellings to the landscape is important within village 

settlements with views to the open countryside and trees an important feature and densities 

generally reducing towards the settlement edge’. We submit that the proposed scale and density of 

development on the site SA25 goes against this guidance. We believe that however 

sympathetically the development is built it will suburbanise the rural nature of this part of the 

village. 

 

Impact of traffic 

No mention is made on the amount of traffic in the village. We believe this is a serious oversight as 

a significant proportion of the residents on the site will travel south down the High Street on a daily 

basis, either to Haywards Heath railway station or to the town itself causing additional noise, 

pollution and congestion. The High Street already suffers from these problems and this additional 

traffic will also impact Street Lane which is a narrow road with many parked cars. We see no 

obvious solution to mitigate the increase. 

 

 

While Ardingly Parish Council has serious concerns about the suitability of SA25 as outlined 

above, we endorse the rejection of two assessed sites, namely; land east of High St, ID 691 and 

Butchers Field, south of Street Lane, ID 495. 

 

We look forward to your response and the opportunity to discuss this with you at your earliest 

convenience. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

 

Bernadette Cox (Clerk to Ardingly Parish Council)  

on behalf of Ardingly Parish Council  
 

Attachments: 

1. Comments on the 17 point selection criteria for SA25 

2. Provisional comments on the individual housing allocation policies for SA25 

3. Provisional comments on the Infrastructure Development Plan for SA25 

4. Provisional requirements from the Infrastructure Development Plan for SA25 



5.16

Att.1: Comments on the 17 point selection criteria for SA25



Criteria MSDC rating MSDC Comment Ardingly Parish Council Comment

The size of the development will have a severe impact 
as the development is large for the size of the existing 
village. This development will increase the size of the 
village by 13%. (Similar reasons as for ID691 – land east 
of High Street)). Also, see criteria 9 Trees/TPOs. This 
development is not supported by MSDCs policy DP6 or 
the National Planning Policy Framework. (See Part 4 –
Other considerations Neighbourhood plan)

No Comment

No Comment

No Comment

No Comment 



Part 1 – Planning Constraints continued

Criteria MSDC rating MSDC Comment Ardingly Parish Council Comment

APC challenge this rating. This site would have a 
substantial impact on the character of the conservation 
area. The western element of the Conservation 
Area, the approach to St Peter's Church (grade1 
listed) and the ancient route way of Street Lane, will all 
become suburbanised'.

No Comment

No Comment

APC challenge this rating. Even though there are no 
TPO or Ancient trees on or next to the site. There are a 
number of veteran trees on and within 15m of this site. 
As detailed in the SA25 Individual Housing Allocation 
Policy; Urban design Principles 



Criteria MSDC rating MSDC Comment Ardingly Parish Council Comment

MSDC have not graded this rating. The proposed 
development will lead to an increase in the flow of 
traffic through the village. The High street has resident 
parking along the western side of the road making this 
in effect a single lane route. The increase in traffic will 
impact on safety to pedestrians, congestion in the High 
Street and noise and vibration impact to residents living 
on the High Street. Also, due to increased idling traffic 
there maybe be an impact on air quality of the High 
Street. APC believe that there is no mitigation to this 
severe/significant impact on the village.

The APC challenge this rating and suggest this should be “RED – Sevear” as 
the impact on the local roads – Ardingly high Street and Street Lane 
especially will be impacted with little to no mitigation possible. There will 
be impact on pedestrian safety and traffic flow through narrow roads and 
lanes

APC challenge this rating. Ardingly high Street and 
Street Lane especially will be impacted with little to no 
mitigation possible. There will be impact on pedestrian 
safety and traffic flow through narrow roads and lanes. 
It has been shown in the past that traffic calming and 
pedestrian safety measures are not possible due to the 
nature of the High Street.



Criteria MSDC rating MSDC Comment Ardingly Parish Council Comment

The Working party would like to ask MSDC to update this information and 
suggests this grading is not valid until the information is updated. i.e. the 
site is not being marketed in 2019.

APC Challenge this grading. The current Sewage 
capacity is not sufficient, Broadband and Mobile 
connectivity is not suitable. The site is a major open 
space for the community that is close to the village built 
up area and will not be able to be replaced.

continued

Infrastructure Capacity

APC would like to ask MSDC to update this information 
i.e. the site is not being marketed in 2019 and there was 
no outline application in October 2019.



Fair

Criteria MSDC rating MSDC Comment Ardingly Parish Council Comment

No Comment

No Comment

No Comment

APC suggests this grading should be “Poor”; Access to public 
transport and/or frequency in this location is poor.” The buses 
are infrequent. The rating for other sites in the village ID 495 
and 691 are rated Poor but are closer to the bus stops.

Less than 10 minutes walk

Less than 10 minutes walk



Ardingly Parish Council Comment

Part 4 – Other considerations

MSDC Comment
The proposal for Ardingly to take 100 dwellings at SA25 will have significant impact on the character of this small village in the 
High Weald AONB without a full range of services and with poor public transport. It amounts to nearly five times the scale of 
development envisaged for this category 3 village (22 dwellings). The AONB comments that the scale is significant for the size of 
the existing village. The village lacks a doctors surgery or health centre, secondary school, supermarket, leisure facilities and 
railway, the bus service is severely limited.  Assuming that the current number of dwellings in Ardingly is 750, this scale 
development represents an increase of 13.3%. 

This development is not supported by the Mid Sussex District Plan 2014 – 2031 Policy DP6: Settlement Hierarchy. This policy states 
(in blue):

1. “The amount of development planned for in each settlement will need to have regard to this hierarchy, but also take account of 
local development needs including housing and any significant local constraints to development.”

• There is no identified local need for a development of this size.

2. “Within defined built-up area boundaries, development is accepted in principle whereas outside these boundaries, the primary 
objective of the District Plan with respect to the countryside (as per Policy DP12: Protection and Enhancement of Countryside) is 
to secure its protection by minimising the amount of land taken for development and preventing development that does not 
need to be there.”

• There is no need for a development of this size in Ardingly or for MSDC to meet its housing requirement to 2031. 
There is a current need of 1,507 dwellings to be built up to 2031 within MSDC. Currently the SA12-33 sites will deliver 
1,962 dwellings. There is then 588 windfall sites expected giving a total of 2,550 Dwellings. An over delivery of 1,043 
dwellings or 69% buffer to the 1,507 required.

3. “The growth of settlements will be supported where this meets identified local housing, employment and community needs. 
Outside defined built-up area boundaries, the expansion of settlements will be supported where:

1. The site is allocated in the District Plan, a Neighbourhood Plan or subsequent Development Plan Document or where 
the proposed development is for fewer than 10 dwellings; and
2. The site is contiguous with an existing built up area of the settlement; and
3. The development is demonstrated to be sustainable, including by reference to the settlement hierarchy.”

• There is no local housing need for this many dwellings and the need for this development to support local 
employment or community needs has not been investigated or identified.

• This proposed site is not included in the MSDC District Plan, Ardingly Neighbourhood Plan, or development plan and 
is for 100 dwellings. Much greater than the maximum of 9 dwellings in DP6.

The development of this site at this scale goes against the Objectives and Visions and Policies and Proposals of the Ardingly
Neighbourhood Plan 2013-2031.



Ardingly Parish Council Comment

Part 4 – Other considerations

MSDC Comment

Furthermore DDP6: High Weald AONB states that:

“Development within the High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), as shown on the Policies Maps, will only be 
permitted where it conserves or enhances natural beauty and has regard to the High Weald AONB Management Plan, ….”

Again this size of development within the AONB and outside of the defined built up area is not supported by this policy.

Continued

Continued



Ardingly Parish Council Comment

The current sewage network available to SA25 would not support a development of 100 new homes. The current waste 
management site at Lodgelands, which serves the Ardingly Showground/SA25 is already operating at above capacity. 

APC do not agree with this appraisal as the size of the proposed development is so large. It does not meet local needs or 
comply with DP6: Settlement Hierarchy or DP16: High Weald AONB 

Part 4 – Other considerations

MSDC Comment

No Comment 

No Comment 

Please see comment against Neighbourhood Plan 



Ardingly Parish Council Comment

This Summary suggests that this site represents the most sustainable option to 
deliver Ardingly's Housing Target which is presently 22. This means Ardingly and 
SA25 are over delivering on that target by 78 dwellings. 

Please review this recommendation and respond back to APC’s comments.

Part 5 – Conclusion

MSDC Comment



Att. 2: Provisional comments on the individual housing allocation policies for SA25 
 

Notwithstanding APC’s comments on this proposed allocation, we wish to make the following 
observations on the individual housing allocation policies for SA25. 

 

Objectives 
 
• To deliver a sympathetic and well integrated extension to the 
village of Ardingly informed by a landscape led masterplan, 
which respects the High Weald AONB and the setting of nearby 
heritage assets. 
 

 

APC comment 

 No mention of the 
provision of 30% affordable 
housing and a suitable mix 
of housing. 50% of these 
should be reserved in 
perpetuity for local people 
as per Ardingly NP. We 
would like the opportunity to 
discuss a Community Land 
Trust with MSDC. 

Urban Design Principles 
• Respect the distinctive character of the village and the existing 
settlement pattern. 
• Development should be orientated to address existing and 
proposed areas of open space. 
• Provide a positive and soft edge with buildings that front-on to 
the boundaries of the adjacent recreation ground, facilitated by 
and including the removal of the existing bund. 

 These 5 points are 
agreed.    
 In addition, principles of 
Policy 6.4 (page 117) of Mid 
Sussex Design Guide to be 
a requirement of all new 
homes. Heating of all 
homes to be fossil fuel free. 



• Protect the character of the rural approach to Ardingly Village 
from the north and along Street Lane through enhanced boundary 
planting.  
• Seek to enhance the connectivity of the site with Ardingly village. 

 

Electric charging points to 
be provided to all homes. 

  AONB 

• Undertake a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) to 
inform the site layout, capacity and mitigation requirements, in order 
to conserve and enhance the landscape of the High Weald AONB, 
and minimise impacts on its special qualities, as set out in the High 
Weald AONB Management Plan. 

• Retain and enhance existing mature trees and landscaping along 
the boundaries and within the site and incorporate these into a 
strong new landscape setting, containing the new housing and 
limiting the impact on the wider landscape.  

• Development proposals shall protect the character and amenity of 
existing PRoW which run along the northern and southern 
boundaries and provide connections from the new development. 

 

  Agreed 
 
 
 
 
 
 Agreed 
 
 
 
 
 Agreed 

Landscape Considerations 

• See AONB requirements. 
 

 Include requirement to 
form strong defensible 
boundary to northern and 
western edge of the 
development. Mature oak in 
centre of site to be 
protected during 
construction and it is to form 
focal point of open space 
within the development and 
is not to be sited in a 
garden. TPO to be imposed 
on this tree and other 
mature trees on boundary 

Social and Community, St Peter’s School 

• Provision of suitably managed open space and equipped 
children’s play space.  

• Provision of replacement Scout hut and associated parking. 

• Standard financial contributions apply. 

 

 

 

 
 

 Open space provision to 
include grass kick about 
area for primary school and 
toddler play space. 
Equipped children’s 
playground already exists at 
recr. ground nearby. 
 Provide safe new drop off 
entrance to primary school 
plus adequate parking for 
staff and parents with 
access from spine road. 
 The location of a 
replacement Scout hut 
requires careful 
consideration 



Historic Environment and Cultural Heritage 

• Provide appropriate design, layout and landscaping mitigation to 
protect the rural setting of the adjacent Ardingly Conservation 
Area and nearby listed St Peter’s Church (Grade I) and the listed 
group which surrounding the Church (Grade II) by ensuring 
development is not dominant in views from within the conservation 
area and the setting of the listed buildings. 

• The western triangular portion of the site shall remain 
undeveloped open space in order to protect the rural setting of 
these assets. 

• Archaeological pre-determination evaluation and appropriate 
mitigation may be required and a geophysical survey shall be 
undertaken, the results of which will identify appropriate 
archaeological mitigation. 

 

 Agreed. 
 The landscape setting 
and character of ancient 
route way of Street Lane 
should also be protected. 
 
 
 
 
 The precise location of 
this needs clarification.  
 
 
 NB: Route of Roman 
Road runs to west of site. 

Air Quality / Noise 

• Noise assessment shall inform any necessary mitigation 
required to provide an acceptable standard of accommodation for 
each of the dwellings, arising from the Ardingly Showground 
operations. 

 
 

 
 New Premises Licence 
required to ensure that new 
and existing residents are 
not disturbed by weekend 
events at showground, incl. 
music, amplified sound and 
fireworks. 

Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure 

• Undertake an holistic approach to Green Infrastructure and 
corridors, including biodiversity and landscape enhancements 
within the site connecting to the surrounding area. 

• Conserve and enhance areas of wildlife value to ensure there is 
a net gain to biodiversity. Avoid, mitigate and compensate for any 
loss to biodiversity through ecological protection, enhancement 
and mitigation measures. 

• Incorporate SuDs within the Green Infrastructure to improve 
biodiversity and water quality. 

 

 

 Agreed 
 
 
 Compensation needs to 
be made for loss of open 
space. 
 
 Agreed 

Highways and Access 

• Investigate access arrangements onto Selsfield Road and make 
necessary safety improvements. 

• Optimise connectivity with nearby settlement of Ardingly for 
sustainable modes of transport including providing any necessary 
pedestrian crossings and contributing towards improvements of 
the Public Rights of Way (PRoW) adjacent to the vicinity of the 
site. 

 

 See previous comments 
about increased traffic in the 
High Street and poor bus 
services. 
 Agreed 
 Agreed. Pedestrian 
crossings are required on 
B2028 
 Introduce suitable 
parking and access for 
users of the existing green 
space at the showground   



Flood Risk and Drainage 

• This site is situated on a Cuckfield Stone Member – Sandstone 
so there is potential for the use of infiltration SuDS. There do not 
appear to be any other options for the disposal of surface water 
from the site so ground investigations and permeability tests 
should be carried out and be submitted as part of the required 
flood risk assessment 

 

 
 Runoff from showground 
causes clogging of drains & 
flooding on Balcombe Lane. 
Measures to resolve this are 
to be included in the 
development. 

Contaminated Land 

• The land may be contaminated due to present or historical on 
site or adjacent land uses. Provide a detailed investigation into 
possible sources of on-site contamination together with any 
remedial works that are required. 

 

 

 Agreed 

Minerals 

• The site is not in a Mineral Safeguarding Zone or Consultation 
Area. 

 

 Noted 

Utilities 

• Reinforcement of the sewerage network is required. 

• Southern Water’s Infrastructure crosses the site. Easements 
may be required with the layout to be planned to ensure future 
access for maintenance and/or improvement work, unless 
diversion of the sewer is possible.  

• Standard utility requirements apply. 
 

 

 This should include 
capacity to service the 
needs of the village, plus 
the new development and 
the showground at peak 
capacity without the need 
for a tanker. 

 

We note that there is no section on Environmental sustainability and would like to make the following 
comments. 

With the government’s declaration of a climate emergency and its commitment for carbon neutrality by 
2050, this development, should it go ahead, needs to rise to the challenge of providing highly efficient, 
fossil fuel free dwellings. This is not only to tackle the climate emergency for future generations but 
also represents a huge opportunity to increase energy efficiency, improve resilience and deliver a 
greener, healthier society. 

Principle DG41 of the Mid Sussex Design Guide: to ‘Minimize environmental impact by energy efficient 
and sustainable design’ identifies ten requirements for development. Ardingly lacks many services, 
has no cycle routes and has a poor local bus service. It is therefore likely that all households will need 
a car. Thus charging points should be provided for each dwelling. 

All streets should be tree lined to assist with cooling and to create a sense of place in keeping with the 
village character. Houses will need to be designed not only to be energy efficient but also to keep cool 
in high temperatures. The mature oak in the centre of the site should form a key focal point for part of 
the scheme. It must be protected during construction, and not be incorporated into a front or back 
garden. Further mature trees along the boundaries should be protected by the use of TPOs. 



Att. 3: Provisional comments on the Infrastructure Development Plan for SA25

Infrastructure 
Category

s106 
Category  

Provision Project
Estimated 
Cost or 
Contribution

Funding 
Mechanism

Delivery 
Lead

Source of Calculation Provisional APC Comments

Sustainable 
transport 
(TAD)

Off-site  £       175,750 s106 WSCC Estimated contribution provided by WSCC

Off-site
Bus stop RTPI provision on existing 
highway x2 Selsfield Road

 £         15,000 s106 WSCC Project and estimated cost provided by WSCC
Would this be better at both ends 
of the high street in both 
directions.

On-site

Provision of on-site passenger 
information including summary Real-
Time Passenger Information (RTPI) for 
bus and rail services

 £         20,000 s106 WSCC Project and estimated cost provided by WSCC
Value for money?
Is this necessary?

Off-site

Contribute towards improvements in 
cycling
facilities between Ardingly and 
Haywards heath, with a particular focus 
on safety and signage

s106 WSCC Project and estimated cost provided by WSCC

Please explain what is proposed.
Given the limited highway width 
of both roads linking Ardingly and 
Haywards Heath there is no scope 
for the provision of dedicated 
cycle lanes, so any cycle lanes 
would have to be advisory, which 
the industry are moving away 
from on grounds of safety.

Off-site
Highways mitigation - Junction impact at 
Selsfield Road/Vowels Lane

s106 WSCC Project and estimated cost provided by WSCC

This junction is in Turners Hill 
parish. No mention of s106 money 
for High Street improvments or 
improvements traffic in or around 
the village

Early years Off-site  £       250,000 s106 WSCC
Estimated contribution provided by WSCC and determined on the 
basis of the provision of a 30 place nursery at £50,000 per pupil for 
strategic sites

This funding should be allocated 
to Ardingly, St Peter’s Pre School

Primary 
education

Off-site  £       583,345 s106 WSCC
Estimated contribution provided by WSCC and determined on the 
basis of the build cost of a 2FE primary school (420 places at £10, 
£23,810 per primary pupil) for strategic sites

This funding should be allocated  
to St Peter’s!

Secondary Off-site  £       484,383 s106 WSCC
Estimated contribution provided by WSCC and determined using 
the WSCC calculator based on £27,679 per secondary pupil

Noted.

6th Form Off-site  £       113,472 s106 WSCC
Estimated contribution provided by WSCC and determined using 
the WSCC calculator based on £30,019 per 6th form pupil

Noted

SEND Off-site  £       150,259 s106 WSCC

Estimated contribution provided by WSCC and determined on the 
basis of provision of a 60 place nonambulant primary together with 
the cost of a 60 place non-ambulant secondary at a total cost of 
£24.7m (£205,834 per place) on strategic sites

These funds needed at Ardingly

Transport

Education



Health Health Off-site  £       128,476 s106 CCG
Estimated cost has been determined using the CCG's s106 
calculator for contributions to NHS/GP provision, based on the 
National Tariff Payment System

Community
buildings 
(SPD) 

Off-site  £         78,000 s106 MSDC
MSDC calculation from Development Infrastructure & 
Contributions SPD (2018) based on average occupancy of 2.5

Library Off-site Haywards Heath library  £         40,380 s106 WSCC
Cost has been determined using WSCC's contributions calculator 
based on 30sqm per 1000 persons (in Burgess Hill, East Grinstead 
and Haywards Heath) at £5,384 per square metre

A proportion of this sum should be 
allocated to mobile library service

LCI Off-site  £         88,500 s106 MSDC MSDC calculation from Development Infrastructure & 
Contributions SPD (2018) based on average occupancy of 2.5

New Scout hut. On-site location to 
be agreed.

Formal 
sport 

Off-site Ardingly Recreation Ground  £       136,000 s106 Town/ 
Parish 
Council

MSDC calculation from Development Infrastructure & 
Contributions SPD (2018) based on average occupancy of 2.5; 
MSDC suggested projects.

Pavilion extension - Make this a 
planning condition?

Playspace 
(NEAP/Kick
about)

Off-site Ardingly Recreation Ground  £       118,800 s106 Town/ 
Parish 
Council

MSDC calculation from Development Infrastructure & 
Contributions SPD (2018) based on average occupancy of 2.5; 
MSDC suggested projects.

What is proposed?

Playspace 
(LEAP)

Off-site Ardingly Recreation Ground  £         99,800 s106 Town/ 
Parish 
Council

MSDC calculation from Development Infrastructure & 
Contributions SPD (2018) based on average occupancy of 2.5; 
MSDC suggested projects.

APC would prefer refurbishment/ 
improvement to the existing 
playground rather than a new 
playground.

Off-site Public open space  ? s106 Developer What is proposed? 
Fire & 
Rescue

Off- site £12,500 s 106 WSCC
Estimated cost provided by WSCC and determined on the basis of 
£125 per dwelling

Police Off- site £15,497 s 106
Sussex 
Police

MSDC calculation from Devt Infrastructure & Contributions SPD 
(2018) based on average occupancy of 2.5

SANG Off- site £169,100
Condition  & 
legal 
agreement

MSDC
MSDC calculation from East Court & Ashplats Wood SANG Strategy 
assuming all dwellings would be 3- bedr market home to align with 
av occupancy

The proposed SANG at East 
Grinstead will not meet the 
objectives as the forest is closer.

SAMM Off-site £262,800 S106 MSDC
MSDC calculation from Interim SAMM Strategy assuming all 
dwellings would be 3- bedr market home to align with average 
occupancy

Utility Services Off- site Reinforcement of the sewerage network Developer Water Company

Include measures to ensure 
effluent from all events at 
showground is dealt with by mains 
drainage (not by tanker)

Total identified costs  £   2,942,062 Please confirm  this number
For Parish council  £       354,600 Parish 

Council
We believe that more of the total 
funding should be allocated within 
the Parish

APC 
Comments

Habitats 
Regulations 
Assessment 
mitigation

Community 
facilities

Sport and 
recreation

Emergency 
services & 
community 
safety



Att.4:     Provisional APC priorities from the Infrastructure Development Plan for SA25

IDP Infrastructure 
Category

IDP Infrastructure type Possible Project ideas Contributio
n 
mechanism

APC 
Priority
H,M,L

Roundabout at junction with new development and Selsfield Road and Cob Lane. PB s278 H
20 mph limit through high street with raised carriageway.
A comprehensive traffic calming/ traffic management scheme for the village. This 
should also consider a reduction in speed limits on the approaches to the village 
together with a possible 20mph speed limit for the High Street ( a new roundabout as 
above would provide the speed reducing feature for a 20mph zone)

s278 H

Pedestrian crossings on High Street. s278 H
Bus services Increased frequency of services, especially on weekends. s106? H

Repair, improve and create a shared use pedestrian/cycle footway, on the western side 
of Selsfield Road between the northern end of the recreation ground and the access 
lane that leads to Tillinghurst Farm (the southern boundary of Wakehurst Place park 
land) and potentially onto Wakehurst place.

s278 H

Refurbish path from Church Centre to Village centre s278 L
More village centre parking (NP) - to relieve parking in Street Lane. H
Alternative parking for showground dog walkers etc. L
Installation of electricity charging points M
More recreation ground parking (NP) H

Early years Grass kickabout area for St. Peter's H
Primary education Parking & drop-off area for St.Peter's H
Primary healthcare District nurse and chiropody clinic at Hapstead Hall & Priceholme M
Dental healthcare N

Revitalisation of village centre Facilities, including: H
British Legion building refurbishment M

Maintenance and upgrading programme for Hapstead hall M
Cultural facilities including arts 
centres and museums

None N

Libraries Mobile Library L
Youth facilities New Scout hut. Locations to be agreed. (NP) H
Places of worship None N

Parking facilities

Community buildings including 
village halls

Road networks

Community facilities

Transport

Health

Education

Cycling, walking and equestrian 
routes and other PROW



Cemeteries None N
Associated infrastructure such as 
benches and litter bins

Bench by bus stop at Hapstead Hall L

Pavilion refurbishment & extension H
Refurbishment of childrens play area H

Playspace See Education N
Kickabout areas See Education N
Parks, recreation grounds and 
other open space

Adult exercise equipment M

Green infrastructure including 
green walls

None N

Allotments None N
Biodiversity and nature 
conservation

None N

Habitats Regulations 
Assessment 
mitigation

Suitable Alternative Natural
Greenspace (SANG)

Ardingly needs Greenspace to offset that lost to the development H

Emergency services 
and community 
safety

Community safety schemes 
including CCTV units

CCTV and lighting at Recreation ground H

Flood management None N
Wastewater treatment and 
sewerage

See comments on Att.3 H

Telecommunications and digital 
infrastructure including mobile 
and broadband

Super-fast broadband and mobile coverage to all villagers (NP) H

Green infrastructure 

Utility services

Sport and recreation Sports facilities including sports 
pitches and pavilions
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